Mar e
MARFLE FLEET ANALYTICS
Marfle Fleet Analytics tracks and analyses
data from your vessels, providing crucial
insights and guidance for increasing the
efficiency of your fleet operations.

INCREASE FUEL
EFFICIENCY

CONTROL
DRIVING STYLE

INCREASE
SAFETY

DEVELOP
YOUR CREW

Analysis of vessel usage
patterns and fuel
consumption helps you
operate vessels in the most
economical way. Mar e
Analytics can nd the
optimal speed ranges for
your vessels in their current
operational environment.
The analysis also helps you
select the right vessel for an
operation, based on the
performance of the vessels in
different conditions.

How the vessels are being
used is a signi cant factor in
maximising engine lifetime.
Mar e Analytics tracks the
driving style of vessels and
helps eet managers take
good care of the eet by
setting speci c guidelines for
crews.

Replay operations second
by second to nd what
contributed to unexpected
events on the sea. The replay
feature can be expanded
with a CCTV footage option
for even greater insight into
circumstances on board.

Review and give feedback on
how the master handled a
tug on an assist operation, or
present a detailed gothrough of a pilot vessel
approaching a ship in
challenging weather
conditions.

DIAGNOSE
PROBLEMS

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

COMMUNICATE
BETTER

In case of engine or
powerline issues, Mar e
Analytics allows you to study
the engine data to nd
potential sources for the
problems, and when and
how the issues have
developed.

Trend analysis of data can be
used to predict engine issues
before they become
problems. Preventive
maintenance is cheaper, and
helps maximise operational
uptime for your eet.

Bring data to discussions
about operational and
maintenance issues, and
make faster decisions based
on hard facts. Everybody
from the crews to the
management can see the
same data, bringing the
team to be on the same
page.

Mar e Oy
Alppikatu 9
00530 Helsinki
Finland
www.mar e.com
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+358 40 532 6070
sales@mar e.com
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Mar e

Real-time vessel data and
best in class user experience
on any device, from computer
to smart phones.

